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ESTABLISHMENT OF KERALA AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY 

CAMPUS WIDE INFORMATION SYSTEM AND NETWORK 

Executive Summary 

A Feasibility Report prepared by Centre for Agricultural Informatics on  

establishing a Campus Network for Kerala Agricultural University’s (KAU) main 

campus (at Vellanikkar, Thrissur) and a state-of-the art Electronic Data Complex 

in its University Library premises. For the dissemination of topical awareness and 

global information to those in agricultural sector of the State, KAU needs to build 

A Campus LAN and state-of-the art Agricultural Digital Library and Data Complex 

within its central library. This can become a show case of the electronic age in 

agriculture and allied disciplines and will promote, propagate and catalogue the 

agricultural economy that India is so dependent on. The data complex will be a 

cached repository of agricultural information available worldwide, besides acting 

as a data silo for research forums, concurrent research, electronic publishing and 

global bulletin boards. The scattered campuses of KAU and allied institutions also 

need to be linked through electronic bridges that enable spontaneous exchange 

of information between the agricultural Diaspora of students, faculties, 

researchers, extension workers and administrators. The report covers mandate of 

the proposed system, detailed discussion on computer and communication stack 

that KAU Campus Wide Information System and Network needs, the architecture 

prescription, network design, MultiStack and DEChub 900 options available, host 

environment, financial terms, implementation methodology, installation/ support 

continuum, network synthesis and integration, systems engineering support, 

commercial terms and conditions, cost, time frames and the administrative 

arrangements required. Open Network, with Protocol Switching and Networked 

Systems Management based on Digital's enVISN Networking Architecture and 

Enterprise Management Solutions is recommended. Detailed Technical literature 

and specifications of each and every item of computer and communication stack 

and solution recommended is appended to the report.  
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ESTABLISHMENT OF KERALA AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY: CAMPUS 

WIDE INFORMATION SYSTEM AND NETWORK 

 

Feasibility Report 

 

1.  The Setting 

Information is a productive resource in agriculture, potentially influencing the efficiency 

of production, marketing, processing and administration; as well as education, 

research and extension related to those factors. So the development process in 

agriculture rests heavily on information available to managers, scientists and farmers. 

Agricultural information systems have also become crucial in the context of increasing 

requirement for food grains as well as globalization. Cost of establishing information 

infrastructures may be expensive, but the costs of not doing so are likely to be much 

higher in terms of productivity, quality and value addition. 

In Kerala clear policy framework coupled with sound planning and implementation 

backed by generous research and development investments and efficient information 

support is essential to ensure sustained production of food grains and other 

agricultural commodities. We need to take measures based on research to stabilize 

the annual agricultural production, which fluctuate due to weather, pests and plant 

diseases.  To enable this establishing an information resource-sharing programme 

among the organizations in agricultural sector of Kerala has become very important. 

This obviously necessitates the establishment of an Agricultural Information system 

and Network in the State to enable the sector to evolve appropriate strategies and 

plans for sustainable agricultural development. The Network should cover the 

institutions, departments and agencies having capability in the areas of agriculture, 

animal husbandry, fisheries, trade, and information technology. Some institution has to 

take the leadership. 
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1.1 Centre for Agricultural Informatics (CAGI) 

Centre for Agricultural Informatics (CAGI) is a research institution functioning under 

Government of India Act XXI of 1860. The mission of the Centre is  to act as a center 

of excellence in agricultural informatics and to assist agricultural education, research, 

extension and development by evolving required information and communication 

strategies, to provide training and advisory services to organizations in agricultural 

sector for enabling them to identify appropriate policies for information management 

and the implementation of new knowledge and Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) for improving the efficiency and relevance of agricultural research 

and to provide consultancy in establishing legal frameworks for the protection of 

agricultural information and innovations.  

CAGI has a high profiled consulting group in India’s agricultural sector which is a team 

of experts providing voluntary service to it specialized in Open Networks, Protocol 

Switching and Networked Systems Management based on Digital's enVISN 

Networking Architecture and Enterprise Management Solutions. Through a fully 

equipped Open Systems Laboratory at Tellycherry, CAGI architects provide advisory 

services and outsourced technology incubation and prototyping exercises for 

customers in the following functional areas. 

? Network Models for interleaving SNA, OSI and TCP/IP protocols 

? Synergy models for high volume transaction processing 

? Object Models for Open Topology and Configuration Management 

? White Papers and Blue Prints for Network Management 

? Proof of Concepts and Prototypes for Enterprise Management 

? Conformance testing of Enterprise Management solutions 

Breadth of expertise and experience was derived by the team working with CAGI 

through numerous networking assignments with leading networking organizations  

hosting multi-vendor, multi-protocol platforms in Europe and elsewhere. The leader of 

the team of architects associating with CAGI is an Industry Consultant for Digital's 

enVISN architecture, IBM's Enterprise Management product line, an IBM SSO 

(Software and Services Organization) in Germany and a Consultant in India. 

Additionally, CAGI has close association with Centre for Informatics Research and 

Development (CIRD) an organization which is a dedicated System Integrator in the 

Netview Association from Digital and other systems and uses CAGI as an extended 
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arm to assess and calibrate the technical solutions it offers to the international 

clientele. 

1.2 Centre for Informatics Research and Development (CIRD) 

CIRD was founded in 1994 by Mr. N. K. Bhagi, an internationally acknowledged 

specialist in the area of data communications and network management. In a career 

spanning 24 years, he has had ample opportunities to work with leading providers and 

users of networking and network management products and solutions, which has 

synthesized in him a unique blend of technical, commercial, marketing and project 

management skills in this leading edge business. CIRD, the Enterprise Management 

Technology Centre located at Tellycherri was formed with the express objective of 

bringing back to India, some of these skills that helped design, install, implement and 

run some of the worlds largest and most complicated data communication networks. 

CIRD has grown into a group of highly dedicated and specialized professionals 

devoted to bringing the latest techniques and skills in networking and network 

management to Indian users. This has been achieved by association of professionally 

trained personnel from backgrounds such as Library and Information Science, 

Documentation, Archiving, Computer Science, Management, Economics, Mathematics 

and Agriculture and providing them with the opportunities for associating with 

international and state-of-the-art projects in networking. Due to the team member’s 

close working relationship with Digital Electronics Corporation, CIRD personnel have 

the rare opportunity to receive and assimilate information on 'best of breed' networking 

solutions. CIRD's Laboratory and Technology Centre in Tellycherry harbors some of 

the latest hardware, software and communication products that can simulate and 

stress-test networks of different protocols, complexities and sizes. 

CIRD has the expertise today, through its personnel, to provide advisory and other 

services in the following areas: 

? Development of long term technology and information management/services for 

network based information systems. 

? Network design and architecture 

? Project management 

? Forging alliances for networking solutions with Indian and overseas providers 

and users 

? Conformance testing and product selection 
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? Network  management solutions -from design to implementation 

? Prototype development of technical, business and operations models for network 

based businesses -for example, Internet services 

? Complete de-hosting of corporate networks and network management related 

activities 

2. The KAU Request for Proposal 

CAGI is a Networking Solutions Group operating alongside her sibling concern, CIRD 

from her Technology Centre at Tellycherry, Kerala.  

Kerala Agricultural University (KAU) is a premier institution in India, imparting 

awareness and proficiency in the field of topical agriculture, from its lush, sylvan 

campus at Vellanikkara in Trichur District. The KAU is the primary and the principal 

instrument of the State of Kerala for providing human resources, skills and technology, 

required for the sustainable development of agriculture in the State which includes all 

production activities based on land and water, including crop production (agriculture), 

animal husbandry, forestry and fisheries through conducting, interfacing and 

integrating education, research and extension in these spheres of economic endeavor. 

Dissemination of newer knowledge in various areas of agriculture is an important 

mandatory function of KAU. 

KAU has 9 major campuses and 42 minor campuses which includes colleges, 

Regional Agricultural Research Stations, Research Stations, Centers of Advance 

studies, Training Institutes, Communication Centers, Krshi Vigyan Kendras, and 

Agricultural Information Technology Centers spread over a distance of more than 600 

km, North–South. It has about 850 faculty members. UG and PG students come to 

about 1500. 

The information infrastructure under KAU is quite traditional and a need is being felt to 

augment the data communication and networking facilities  to provide better interaction 

amongst the scientists within KAU  using contemporary ICT based tools and facilities 

as also set up an external gateway to national and global networks to facilitate 

information exchange with peer scientists and institutions within the country and 

abroad including international organizations such as FAO, CIGAR, Rice Research 

Institute, etc. 
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Over the last few years the ICT and advances in the networking infrastructure all over 

the world have revolutionized the way research is conducted today. Scientists have 

access to Internet which facilitates rapid exchange of ideas and research data among 

scientists. Access to Information Systems, libraries and computing facilities has 

become very convenient over the Internet. Indian Academic and Research Community 

have also started availing of full benefits of Internet services through ERNET 

(Education Research Network) project of department of Electronics under Government 

of India. Presently More than 35000 scientists from over 650 organizations are using 

the facilities of ERNET. Scientists, researchers and students at KAU will greatly benefit 

in furthering academic, research pursuits as also administrative coordination within the 

campus and establish collaborative links with other organizations in India and abroad, 

if such facilities are made available to them. 

With this background Dr. A.M. Michael, Vice Chancellor of KAU has in 1995 in an 

informal discussion expressed the interest of the university to take initiative in 

establishing an Agricultural Information System in the State under the leadership of the 

University. He has also expressed the view that being a system meant mainly for 

collecting managing, sharing and facilitating access to information the infrastructure 

required for developing and managing content and related services are to be 

established in the first phase. 

A preliminary survey conducted by CAGI has revealed that a Campus Wide 

Information System and network with the KAU Central Library an ICT based system 

which is coming up; as the Central hub to manage content can be established in the 

main campus of KAU to begin with.  As a follow up to this suggestion Dr. Michael, the 

Vice Chancellor of KAU has directed Prof. R. Raman Nair, University Librarian to 

prepare a Feasibility Report for the same using voluntary technical support from CAGI. 

2.1. ICT Development Plan of KAU 

In the request for technical advice and voluntary support placed by Prof. R. Raman 

Nair the following aspects of KAU's plans to establish a Campus LAN and build a 

premises network within the library building were revealed: 

? KAU is interested in implementing a network fabric that will encompass its Library 

building and integrate into the premises network to be built in the second phase 

with the option to connect remotely and avail of Library services over urban dial-

up telephone lines. 
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? In the not too distant future, this network is envisaged to interconnect eight 

colleges and more than forty research station campuses under KAU spread over 

the length and breadth of the State. In later phases it will interconnect campuses 

of other organizations under ICAR and State government in the agricultural 

sector of Kerala. 

? Initially KAU is seeking a Server platform to host their legacy library management 

system alongside emerging application technologies and insure the smooth and 

non-disruptive migration of the incumbent system into a futuristic one that will 

keep them on the leading edge of technology. 

? KAU is interested in seeking external assistance and consulting advice to 

architect, design and manage its data communication network. 

CAGI has the technical and managerial expertise to actively assist KAU in meeting the 

objectives listed above and if essential can provide:  

? Assistance in defining networking requirements, 

? Network Architecture, Design and Planning for IP, OSI and SNA and for inter 

networking heterogeneous systems. 

? Eligibility definition / framework for communication stacks, software  hardware 

products and  brand / vendor selection and negotiation 

? Technology re-tooling and performance tuning counseling for preservation of 

post-modern status through emerging technologies within a non-disruptive 

service continuum 

? Complete network management (covering areas of Fault, Configuration / 

Topology, Accounting, Performance and Security) using state-of-the-art network 

management tools. 

In response to the request from KAU Library CAGI has arranged a team of experts on 

concerned areas to act as a technical group under Prof. R. Raman Nair to study the 

existing infrastructure and requirements of the KAU and agricultural sector of the State 

and prepare a technical report.  

This resultant report presented here, propose a plan for establishing a Campus Wide 

Information System and Network at the KAU Main Campus with an Agricultural and 

Farm Information System in the high tech University Library which is to function as the 

central hub. In later phases KAU network will be interlinked with campus networks of 

other agricultural research, development and extension institutions in Kerala up to the 
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Krishi Bhavans to enable flow of results of research down to the grass root level to 

improve productivity in agriculture. 

The network configurations and standards for software and hardware required for the 

system are also specified here after a detailed technology evaluation and market 

survey. The network proposed can serve as a model for other State agricultural 

information systems also.  

3.  Objectives of the Proposed System 

The main objective of the KAU Information System and Network will be to support 

agricultural sector of the State for quality improvement in agricultural education, 

research, extension and development and to enable farmers to achieve higher income 

and prosperity through productivity improvement, quality enhancement, value addition 

and farmer-friendly marketing of agricultural produce. To achieve this the system will 

have the following objectives. 

? Putting information close to the managers, scientists, extension activists and 

farmers who will use it. 

? Improving the capacity of research organizations in agricultural sector to 

organize, store, and retrieve information relevant to their mandates. 

? Developing regular procedures and mechanisms for those organizations to share 

information. 

? As a result of the above to improve the capacity of those organizations to plan, 

monitor, and evaluate their research  and development programs 

3.1. Mission 

In order to achieve the above goals, the system is proposed to have the following 

mandate: 

? To serve as a decision support system to the University, Government, Trade and 

Farmers in the area of agriculture, animal husbandry, poultry, fisheries etc.  

? To provide a user oriented and demand-driven Database Management System 

on agriculture, animal husbandry, fisheries and trade in agriculture to different 

clientele groups. 

? To facilitate access to national and international databases, information centers 

and networks in dealing with agriculture. 
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? To encourage the participants to pool and share their information resources so 

that a usable and exhaustive knowledge resource base required in the field of 

agriculture is built up and the limited funds are put to optimum use. 

? To impart training for different stakeholders in agriculture on specific areas of 

concern related to ICT application in agriculture. 

4.  KAU Campus and Network Needs 

The main campus of KAU is spread over and area of about 1.5 sq kms and includes 

central library, auditorium, academic departments of three colleges, research stations, 

administrative offices, residential complex and farming land. The buildings are located 

in different clusters. The buildings are connected by university roads. The buildings to 

be networked in the first phase are Central Library, Auditorium and Administrative 

block. Of this the Administrative block is located about 500 meters away from the 

Library cum auditorium Campus/cluster. 

The three colleges and their departments in the main campus are housed in buildings 

which are quire separated from each other. This will require a considerable amount of 

outdoor cabling. Therefore the network architecture is to be chosen keeping in mind 

the environmental conditions and application needs within the buildings as well as 

outside. Ethernet technology is proposed to be used in KAU main campus because it 

provides most suitable, widely available and economical products for such an 

environment. Inside the buildings Unshielded Twisted pair (UTP) wiring (10 Base 10) 

will be used. It operates at 10 mbps, which is adequate for the desired applications. 

the outdoor cabling requires special attention – because not only are the distances 

large but also demand robust reliable and flexible cabling to provide for later up 

gradation in data speeds in tune with growing demands and technology trends (future 

proofing).  Fiber optic cabling with adequate protection would be most appropriate for 

this purpose. Armored fiber optic cables will be buried in the ground for the long life. 

For the KAU type of campus, star topology would be most suitable. Centre of the star 

will be co-located with Network Centre in the University Central Library. Schematic 

diagram of the proposed campus LAN is appended. Each building will be linked with 

the library building using 2 or 4 core fiber optic cables. In each building, a network 

access point will be identified where the optical fiber cable will terminate. At the 

network access point an UTP hub will be located to interface the twisted pair wiring 

inside the building with the outdoor fiber optic cabling. In the small buildings the twisted 

pair wiring will start from the network access point of that building. Other ends of thee 
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cables will terminate at the network nodes. (User computers). However for larger 

buildings an independent UTP network can be established using UTP hubs in 

cascaded fashion. In such cases, bridges will be used for linking the building network 

with the backbone fiber optic network. This will ensure isolation of local traffic and also 

avoid any problem arising out of cascading of UTP hubs.  The above architecture is 

scaleable, easy to manage and if need arises the network data rates can be increased 

by upgrading the hub technology and access protocols. All the hubs will be provided 

with SNMP (Simple Network management Protocol) modules (thus making them 

‘intelligent hubs) so that the entire campus network can be monitored/ controlled from 

the network control Centre (using management workstation/PC). 

The campus LAN of KAU can be linked with ERNET through leased links (64kbps), 

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and / other Satellite network based on 

VSAT technology with router acting as a gateway. 

The proposed network at KAU Main Campus will provide a reliable networking 

infrastructure to meet the immediate needs in a cost–effective manner while also 

providing flexibility for up gradation to meet future needs. The campus LAN will be 

interconnected with ERNET Wide Area network (WAN) at the IP level to provide full 

range of IP services and thus the entire range of applications envisaged in Par 3 

above over the Internet. Within the campus in addition to IP services, other LAN 

applications will be set up using a PC LAN technology with a dedicated file server. This 

will provide plat form for development and implementation of office automation 

applications. DOS and Unix applications will also work seamlessly with the Campus 

LAN 

5. CAGI Deliverables 

Of the above proposed main Campus LAN Initial phase covers the premises network 

of KAU Central library only and will consist of a plug and play type of network, with 

digital library and other ICT facilities. The project can be implemented through CAGI. 

The recommendations and solutions offered by CAGI if found acceptable can be 

implemented by the university also through any reputed ICT solution providers of 

public or private sectors available in the country like NIC, CMC, Symbiosis, DEC India, 

Compaq etc. 
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If entrusted to CAGI, deliverables for the project from it will be those among the 

following set of deliverables as part of a proposed network solution agreement with 

KAU: 

? The design and architecture of the building LAN at the KAU Library premises. 

? A working prototype model of the above network design. 

? Assistance in the migration of the prototype model to a full function service. 

? Management of the premises backbone network for high availability -over 99%. 

? On-going system administration and maintenance of the end-to-end network. 

? Training and development of in house personnel in network management stacks. 

? Non-disruptive re-tooling continuum for emerging technologies and network 

expansion. 

? Rapid implementation of new connections. 

? Seamless integration into global networking infrastructure. 

? Business Process Re-engineering for optimizing network transits. 

5.1. KAU Requirements 

KAU intends to build a Campus Network and Local Area Network within its Library 

building to offer online services to the agricultural community world-wide as well as its 

academic clientele within its premises. To implement this fabric, KAU requires 

consultancy on procuring and implementing the below mentioned communication 

stacks initially for the premises LAN of KAU Central Library. 

? 50 graphical work stations 

? 25 dumb terminals (ASCII) 

? 4 concurrent dial-up connections 

? application server for LMS 

? Internet Server 

? interface/gateway to premises network 

? wide area connection to other 48 campuses spread over the length and 

breadth of the State(future) 

? Internet (GIAS or INET) Link 

The KAU library is housed in a four floor structure of approximately 4500 squire meter 

and the access devices are expected to be scattered uniformly across the length, 

breadth and depth of this building. In the near future, connections to the sister 
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campuses are also envisaged. Besides, several users intend to dial through to the 

services recommended. Global access is planned through either VSNL/GIAS Internet 

facilities or through DoT/Inet X.25 packet switched connectivity. 

KAU is currently hosting their Library Management System (LMS) software on a 

Pentium based computer which will be retained pending porting of the LMS application 

to other pure UNIX platforms. Additionally there is a need to host a full-blown Internet 

Server that will offer standard (ftp, telnet. http. news net…. et al) Internet based 

services to the local academic users. 

6. Architecture Prescription 

At the outset, it becomes obvious that the KAU requirement can be sustained initially 

within a single LAN collision domain. However, there is ample chance for it to grow 

rapidly through topology assimilation, aggregation and absorption into an Enterprise 

Network in the not too distant future. With this in mind, CAGI will chart and craft a 

technology, product and capacity plan that will emerge through modest beginnings and 

evolve in a non-disruptive migration continuum into an elastic and scaleable network 

that can easily imbibe any future local and cross-campus requirements of KAU. 

Once the modalities and logistics of the local area segments  were analyzed it become 

apparent that the ideal placement of the Library Hub node would be the second floor of 

the main library building complex with UTP (CAT -5) wiring encompassing the entire 

building with pervasive connectivity. As requirements mount, the secondary hubs could 

be distributed across each floor of the building and traffic aggregated to the central hub 

on the second floor as this would represent the optimal cabling pattern.  

An option that appears viable would be to extend connectivity directly from the central 

server to the remote nodes through serial port expansions. Though it seems to be an 

attractive proposition, this; alternative suffers from the traditional problems of star-burst 

networking wherein scalability and growth are curbed if not inhibited. Such a solution 

would be confined to critical limitations in growth as there is a finite limit to serial port 

expansion. Besides, this solution will anchor the network to the server system, 

rendering the host system an intermediate network routing node which will place an 

onerous burden on it. Additionally, the below listed criteria taken in total should dispel 

the myth of its apparent viability and prompts us to eschew the alternative altogether. 
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? one serial port is multiplexed into 16 or 32 physical ports, severely impairing 

processor efficiency 

? server availability is impaired due to the high records of failures of serial port 

expander cards 

? network growth is inhibited due to the tightly coupled nature of serial port 

connectivity 

? inter-operability of the overall system is severely impaired 

? lack of any technology or capacity continuum –a total dead end solution 

? the attached nodes are totally unmanageable 

? lack of address mobility and addressing flexibility 

? network cascading is severely impaired 

The rigidity and inflexibility of this option renders it, in our opinion, unsuitable for 

commercial deployment, particularly when a high level of availability is sought. 

Besides, this option is only marginally cheaper than deploying a full-function terminal 

access server which makes it even less desirable considering the latter's enriched 

value to price ratio. Consequently, we would favor the terminal access server which 

can deploy the network in a loosely coupled manner thereby extending its reach in 

terms of availability, technology assimilation and capacity growth. 

Consequently, a full-function Network Access Server that includes a Terminal Server 

will be deployed to address the required dial-up and local asynchronous terminal 

(ASCII) connections, Wide Area Networking into the campus network and the off-site 

campuses will be enabled through routing based solutions initially with the intent to 

migrate unobtrusively and seamlessly to more effective switching based solutions as 

the bandwidth and access requirements justify it. With this in mind a capacity 

continuum will be placed in perspective right from the start. 

Considering that the incumbent Library Management System (LMS) is dependent on 

an Intel based platform, a Pentium Server will be configured to host this system that is 

anchored on the central hub. Alongside this machine, a more powerful engine (Alpha 

Processor) running a 64-bit UNIX Operating System will be placed to provide the 

required Internet Services, including a Bastion Host that secures the de-militarized 

zone (DMZ) of the intended firewall used to connect to the Internet. This machine is 

also expected to absorb the LMS function as and when it is ported to the Alpha based 

Digital UNIX. 
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Current capacity requirements only warrant a single segment LAN solution. As traffic 

and node populations grow this would move into the realm of multiple collision 

domains and thereafter into multiple broadcast domains mandating the transcendence 

to switching and virtual LAN technologies and topologies. Digital's enVISN architecture 

is a 'best of breed' solution for effecting this growth while retaining business 

investment. It starts at the low end with a stackable (DEC MultiStack) solution that 

mounts components on top of each other, interconnecting them with an integrated 

'cable less' thin-wire connection and moves across a hybrid work-group chassis 

(DEChub 90) onto an enterprise multi-technology chassis (DEChub 900) that provides 

industry leading high performance access and configuration flexibility, providing a 5.6 

Gb/s slot independent backplane that can assimilate and integrate diverse protocols, 

technologies and capacities, all in a single hub chassis. 

Based on the paradigm engineered over enVISN, the next section will provide relevant 

details of two options we feel would 'right size' the technology path for KAU. The first 

would enter the ramp at the top of the low-end (MultiStack solution) while the other 

comes in at the bottom of the high-end (DEChub 900). The interim has been 

intentionally dropped as these neither represents a high synergy step in the migration 

path nor provide a true business case for KAU. The envisaged solution also 

presupposes the eventual migration of the dumb terminals to PC-based workstations 

and it is assumed that the population of dumb terminals is expected only to dwindle 

towards total extinction. 

7. Network Design 

In this report every measure has been taken to ensure that granular and layered 

SNMP based management is effected throughout the total solution to insure and 

ensure high availability and serviceability. Both of the options proposed are totally 

SNMP manageable and have been designed for high uptimes and fault tolerance 

7.1. MultiStack Solution 

Digital's MultiStack is a modular stacking system that provides efficient low-cost 

backdrops for building solutions for interconnecting small workgroups with low density 

traffic. It is a highly functional stacking solution that offers growth from the ground up, 

up to the range and power of the Enterprise solutions in enVISN. While retaining the 

low-cost continuum it holds the potential to migrate into high bandwidth networking 

over switched edges using Digital's 'router ready' switches. These stacks are 'hot 
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swappable', fault tolerant, easily configurable, cable less (backbone) and modular 

enough to sustain component reusability across the enVISN architecture range. Such 

a stack will anchor the first solution we are proposing. 

A single segment, LAN of about 62 nodes will be synthesized using a Stack that 

comprises a pair of Ethernet UTP Repeaters and a pair of LAN-to-WAN routers for 

wide-area interconnection and integration. A stand-alone Remote/Local access server 

has been configured to address the dial-up and dumb terminal connectivity, 

deliberately so, as this represents the best initial outlay as well as investment 

protection for KAU when eventual migration to the Enterprise Chassis occurs. 

The DECrepeater 90TS is an 8-port 802.3 repeater that houses a SNMP mediation 

device that controls all the repeaters chained downstream. As the first downstream 

repeater in the chain, a DECrepeater 90 T-16 has been configured to provide an 

additional 16 UTP connections that bring the total to 24, sufficient to address the initial 

requirements. An additional 14 such 16 port repeaters can be stacked to address 

future requirements. 

DECserver 900 TM is an access server that supports 32 MJ8 based serial connections 

be it local or remote (dial-up). A stand-alone version of this hubable (DEChub 900) 

module will be mounted on a DEChub ONE docking station and connected into a 

repeater port to provide the backbone for serial connectivity. This server has one of the 

highest port density (32 ports) at the highest line speed of 115.2 Kb/s. Four PowerTel 

Boca MV34ED V.34 modems will be used to offer remote dial-up facilities while the 

remaining 28 ports will be used for connecting the dumb devices. As and when dumb 

devices disappear, their incumbent ports can be used for expanding dial-up access. 

Wide-area connectivity will be established through a pair of DECRouteAbout EW 

Access modules, each supporting a pair of WAN (serial PPP, X.25, V.25 bis and 

Frame Relay) ports at T1/E1 speeds. These routers are Internet ready, remotely 

configurable, SNMP manageable and offer a suite of enhanced IP monitoring and 

control functions that include packet filtering, packet prioritization (protocol meshing) 

and bandwidth reservation. WAN ports on these routers will be connected to 

telematics media through RAD ASM-20 modems. 

A standard industry rack has been proposed to house the entire network and the 

cabling structures. The networking components will be mounted on this rack and it is 

assumed that KAU will procure the necessary UPS and other power/air conditioning 
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equipments to insure continuous operation. 15 KVA UPS for each floor is advisable. 

This aspect has not been covered in this report. The proposal also contains the CAT-5 

UTP cabling infrastructure components based on the concrete floor plans available.  

But the cabling manpower required is too speculative at this point to and its presence 

in this document is therefore intentionally withheld. 

7.2. DEChub 900 Solution 

Digital's DEChub 900 MultiSwitch enterprise hub chassis is a multi-technology, latest 

generation hub designed to provide support for large, complex networks ranging from 

Virtual LAN topologies to high-speed WAN backbones. It offers unparalleled high-

performance multi-protocol access, configuration flexibility, superior security and 

granular SNMP network management over a 5.6 Gb/s backplane, representing 

Digital's and the industry's top end in the arena of backplane integration. With the 

recent advent of IPSwitching, the post-modern single-hop routed switching technique 

adopted in the GIGASwitch/IP module that sits in it, DEChub 900 is an ideal choice for 

technology assimilation and growth continuum. 

Digital's DEChub 900 Multiswitch enterprise hub chassis is an 8 port chassis with 3 

RISC processors, fans and redundant power supplies entirely slot independent, 

providing technology support for Classical and Fast (10 and 100 Mb/s) Ethernet, FDDI, 

ATM and future technologies like GIGAbit Ethernet. 

The solution we are recommending based on this futuristic hub is in function quite 

identical to the MultiStack one retaining all the functional networking modules except 

the DECrepeater pair which has been promoted to a single 32-port (8 additional ports) 

DECrepeater 900 TM to eschew watering down the power and performance of the 

DecHUB 900. Otherwise, the major advantage unleashed by this solution is its 

elasticity and resilience to absorption of technology and capacity. The power, flexibility 

and performance of backplane integration should also be given due consideration 

when this option is reviewed. 

7.3. Host Environment 

We have recommended two specific configurations for the Internet Gateway Server, 

one based on a 233 MHz Alpha processor and the other on a 300 MHz engine. Details 

are attached in the appendix and either option is viable for the MultiStack solution 
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while we strongly recommend the bigger (Alpha Server 1000 A 5/300) machine for the 

DEChub 900 solution to retain the performance and power spectrum and continuum. 

For hosting the LMS system, we have configured a Digital Prioris LX engine that is 

based on a 150 MHz Intel Pentium processor and in the absence of any existing LMS 

application benchmarks; it is believed that this machine would be sufficient. Should 

that be not, it can be easily upgraded into a higher engine (Prioris) until such time the 

entire system is ported to an Alpha based machine under Digital's UNIX Operating 

System. 

Digital Archives of text, audio, video and other files will be spread through a JVC juke 

box with 600 CD capacity (640 GB), a TODD CD Server; drive based of 100 drive (64 

GB) and hard disk based of Meridian 100 GB Server, all the three connected to the 

network. 

JVC Jukebox a DVD based storage device can offer a great deal in terms of mass 

storage. It is designed to provide a clean, secure housing for disc media, without being 

over- engineered. The robotic mechanism itself is very straightforward and hence 

reliable. The libraries are available in different sizes, with varying storage capacities. 

The clean lines of the enclosure hide a mechanical construction which is both robust 

yet light, and which has been geared for heavy network traffic. Therefore the DVD 

jukebox is a prime candidate for use in large-scale storage requirements. All 

operational controls are available from the front panel. Bulk loading is provided in the 

form of compact magazines each holding 50 discs, whilst a "letter box" mechanism 

allows for the easy insertion and removal of individual discs.  For KAU Library 600 CD 

Capacity will be sufficient for the initial phase.  

CD/DVD Server provides access to CD/DVD-ROM applications anytime, anywhere. 

Combining the power of an enterprise-class CD/DVD-ROM networking system with the 

manageability and ease of use of a thin server, the CD/DVD Server can give thin client 

access to CD/DVD-ROM applications via the Internet and wide area network- as well 

as across any intranet or LAN. Users can access CDs and DVDs from any 

workstation- CD/DVD Servers are platform independent. Meridian 100 CD Capacity 

Server is recommended for KAU.  It can give CD-R capability, Macintosh HFS support, 

and all management and administration tools in one location, including application 

metering & queuing, license control custom menu structure and group access 

permissions. 
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As end user workstations we have configured a Digital Venturis FX Series machine, 

regarded one of the best of its kind in the industry with no parallels in price-to-

performance ratios. A detailed look at the configuration proposed is available in one of 

the attached sheets. 

A standard VXL 2310 station that emulates a DEC VT220 UNIX station will serve as 

the dumb terminal, the specifications of which amply meet the requirements. 

8.  Financial Terms 

The Cost of Materials (BoM), attached to this document, presents the totally managed 

MultiStack and Hubable options from Digital. While there is a choice in the active 

components prescribed in the two network options, the passive cabling solution and 

the hosts attached to the network would be retained across the selections. 

Consequently, KAU should add the passive components, server and workstation costs 

to the cost of the selected network option Hubable or Stackable) to derive the financial 

outlay necessary. The final analysis of the various options is listed towards the end of 

the Cost of materials spreadsheet. 

8.1. Implementation Methodology 

The project can be implemented by KAU by sub contracting of various parts of 

implementation (such as cabling, equipment supply, testing etc0 to various parties 

based n proprietary or limited tender basis to meet the intended tight implementation 

schedules in a cost effective manner. A more effective alternative is to give the job of 

purchase, installation and commissioning of equipment and user training as a system 

engineering effort to CAGI of some reputed public sector or private sector undertaking 

in the field like CMC, DEC, Symbiosis etc for identifying the detailed list of components 

and sub systems required for the project. CAGI can voluntarily act as  consultants to 

KAU to ensure that original design and identification of components/sub systems is 

sound  and subsequently to provide advice on procurement, installation, 

commissioning, testing, training and application development supervision so that the 

subcontractors /system engineering agency is properly guided and the best interest of 

KAU is protected.  CAGI can also assist in upgrading the existing g PCs to become 

suitable for network use and also in identifying general purpose productivity software 

for use within KAU Network. 
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If CAGI is entrusted with the project it is customary for CAGI to eschew 'street' 

discounts against compensation for the project management and installation efforts we 

expend to deliver a comprehensive solution. We sincerely believe that our customers, 

as has invariably been the case so far, prefer this open and straightforward approach 

to the seemingly lucrative, though quite deceptive discount offers tendered by 

commercial service providers and vendors in the industry. The value addition our 

approach brings can be summarized as below. 

? total project management 

? free installation of hardware and software 

? extended warranty coverage 

? 24-hour support and Help Desk Facility 

? on-site training 

? structured cabling design and supervision 

? elaborate documentation 

? IP subnet and addressing structure design 

? ongoing support continuum for a nominal fee 

? ongoing AMC (only for Digital components) at 65% of standard Digital 

coverage rates 

8.2. Installation/Support Continuum 

The technology alliance that CAGI will enter into with DEC will translate into 

responsive delivery of installation, warranty maintenance, spare parts inventory and 

annual maintenance efforts at a fraction of the cost various commercial groups offers 

in the country. This would infuse a distinct advantage into this proposal and bring to 

KAU a framework that ensures the right-sizing of technology, rapid provisioning of 

networking stacks (LAN, wide-area and Internet) and responsive attention to problems, 

whereby unsurpassed high availability. 

8.3. Network Synthesis and Integration 

The initialization and customization of the entire network proposed, including the 

attachment of the host environments, the IP-sub netting implementations and the 

integration of the LAN into the structured cabling proposed will be executed by our 

provisioning arm, CIRD or groups associating with it at no additional cost to KAU. 
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8.4. Systems Engineering (SE) Support 

CIRD will provide all the SE support required to take the solution to operational 

readiness free of cost, except premises cabling for which we will provide the 

management and technical inputs necessary. Once operational, a new contract based 

on an annual solution maintenance insurance scheme can be worked out to ensure 

technology and support continuums. As part of the other existing contracts, CAGI and 

CIRD will provide the below mentioned; till commercial inception and thereafter for a 

nominal annual support fee. 

? network installation, configuration and customization 

? supervision and management of structured cabling necessary 

? configuration of all hubs, repeaters access servers and routers 

? pager coverage with on-site presence within 24 hours during warranty period 

? SNMP agent integration 

? access to the CIRD help desk at Tellycherry for problem reporting 

? off-site network management and problem determination over dial-up lines 

? technology and capacity retooling continuum 

? training of KAU staff on the solution provided for site management coverage 

8.5. Commercial Terms and Conditions 

The proposal has been drafted under the assumption, that KAU is eligible for customs 

duty exemption (CDE). KAU is expected to produce documents pertaining to customs 

duty exemption when required. 

8.5.1. Prices 

The prices quoted are inclusive of customs duty and excise duty wherever applicable 

as prevailing on the date of the commercial quotation. If there is any increase in any of 

the statutory duties like customs duty, excise duty etc. and which become leviable 

before the date of delivery the rates would stand modified to that effect and that 

amount. Octroi will be extra where applicable. 

The quoted prices are inclusive of systems engineering fees, except the labor charges 

for premises cabling efforts. 
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8.5.2. Validity 

A formal Quotation is to be obtained from CAGI or other groups to whom the project is 

entrusted with. This cost estimated in this proposal is at the market rates of June 1996. 

8.5.3. Purchase Order 

It is advisable that Purchase orders for Digital equipments should be placed directly, 

with Digital Equipment (India) Ltd. There address is Digital Equipment (India) Limited, 

Rubiyan, 1st Floor, Arangath Road, Ernakulam, Cochin- 682 018 

8.5.4 Delivery 

Delivery by any firm may require a period of 8 to 10 weeks in the case of foreign 

equipments and 6 to 8 weeks for those manufactured in India from the date of issue of 

a technically and commercially clean order from KAU. 

? It will become essential to allow Transshipment/part shipment for foreign 

equipments. 

? Immediate negotiation of documents on the date of shipment will be very 

important. 

? Port of entry in India may be Cochin. 

8.5.5 Payment Terms 

Payment should be made as an on-sight, 1OO% irrevocable LC (60 days DA) and in 

USD favoring  Digital Equipment Honkong Limited or others as specified by the group 

to which the project will be entrusted. 

As per the existing conditions Digital Alpha Servers and Networking components from 

DEC carry one year comprehensive warranty against defects arising out of faulty 

design, materials and workmanship for a period of 13 months from the date of dispatch 

or 12 months from the date of installation which ever is earlier. All the Venturis and 

Prioris components carry coverage of 36 months from the date of installation. 

CAGI if it undertakes the project will provide one year warranty against all 

implementation and integration defects of the final solution from the date of 

commercial deployment. 
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9. Time Frames & Administrative Arrangements 

KAU is required to recommend realistic time frames as per their requirement and 

priorities. 

An ICT Task Force to be chaired by Vice Chancellor with the University Librarian 

functioning as Convener may be created. The membership should be compact. 

Capability rather than representation should be taken as the basis of membership. 

Software licensing and network configuration should be handled by the task force.  

Volunteer faculty members of librarians should be entrusted with the coordination of 

activities in different campuses/buildings. 
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